REAR SPROCKETS

Steel Rear Sprockets
All YHK steel rear sprockets are manufactured in C45 steel and induction hardened. This combination coupled with high quality chain guarantees high mileage. Perfectly round, flat and concentric, possessing the unique Yhk tooth profile makes it the best after market sprocket available.

Aluminum Rear Sprockets
YHK Aluminum Rear Sprockets are all manufactured in aluminum 7075 with T6 surface hardening. Precise tolerances combined with the Yhk tooth profile are the secrets for this high quality product.

Racing Type Aluminum Sprockets have hard anodizing to improve the durability. Hard anodizing gives a robust layer of extra hardness that is one of the keys to its outstanding durability.

Motocross Aluminum Sprockets have the computer-aided, ‘snowflake’ design to reduce unsprung weight to a minimum while retaining high strength in silver anodized finish. Colored and hard anodized aluminum sprockets have the second generation snowflake design to even further reduce weight.

Motocross Self-Cleaning Aluminum Sprockets are hard anodized and have mud grooves to evacuated quicker mud and sand to avoid over tension of your chain. They are hard anodized for higher durability and have a weight gain with the ‘snowflake’ design.